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tor (BDNF), are particularly attractive candidates for me-
diating the effects of activity on morphology since their
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Department of Neurobiology expression (Castren et al., 1992) and release (Goodman
et al., 1996) are, at least in part, activity dependent,Duke University Medical Center
Durham, North Carolina 27710 and since they alter dendritic morphology (reviewed by
McAllister et al., 1999). BDNF influences ocular domi-²Department of Neurobiology
Stanford University School of Medicine nance column development and plasticity (Cabelli et al.,
1995; Galuske et al., 1996), spine density in PurkinjeStanford, California 94305
cell cultures (Shimada et al., 1998), and initial dendritic
outgrowth in neocortex (McAllister et al., 1996).
Dendritic plasticity has usually been examined in dis-Summary
sociated cell cultures, where activity levels are abnor-
mally low, or experiments have relied on population dataParticle-mediated gene transfer and two-photon mi-
collected at single time points to extrapolate the dy-croscopy were used to monitor the behavior of dendrites
namic behavior of single cells. Furthermore, conven-of individual cortical pyramidal neurons coexpressing
tional experimental approaches have delivered factorsgreen fluorescent protein (GFP) and brain-derived
by bath application, which may cause numerous indirectneurotrophic factor (BDNF). While the dendrites and
effects. To overcome these limitations, we combinedspines of neurons expressing GFP alone grew mod-
particle-mediated gene transfer and two-photon mi-estly over 24±48 hr, coexpressing BDNF elicited dra-
croscopy (Denk et al., 1990) in cortical slices to repeat-matic sprouting of basal dendrites, accompanied by
edly image individual neurons transfected with GFPa regression of dendritic spines. Compared to GFP-
alone or cotransfected with the gene for BDNF or NGF.transfected controls, the newly formed dendrites and
This allowed following the behavior of individual BDNF-spines were highly unstable. Experiments utilizing Trk
overexpressing neurons over time and comparing theirreceptor bodies, K252a, and overexpression of nerve
behavior to control neurons under the same conditions.growth factor (NGF) demonstrated that these effects
While control neurons in slices had stable dendriteswere mediated by secreted BDNF interacting with ex-
and modest changes in dendritic spines over 24±48 hr,tracellular TrkB receptors. Thus, BDNF induces struc-
dendrites from BDNF-overexpressing neurons under-tural instability in dendrites and spines, which, when
went massive sprouting. Moreover, BDNF overexpres-restricted to particular portions of a dendritic arbor,
sion profoundly destabilized dendritic spines, leadingmay help translate activity patterns into specific mor-
to their almost complete disappearance. Thus, BDNFphological changes.
may induce local dendritic instability that allows activity-
dependent morphological changes in juvenile and adult
animals.Introduction
ResultsA neuron's dendritic architecture determines the nature
of its inputs and its role in neuronal circuitry (e.g., Eysel,
To visualize neurons within cortical slices, we transfected1982; Friedlander et al., 1982; Bacon and Murphey,
individual neurons with GFP using particle-mediated1984). Dendritic development initially follows genetic
gene transfer, or biolistics (see Experimental Proce-dictates (Bartlett and Banker, 1984a) but can be modi-
dures). This technique yielded hundreds of transfectedfied by levels and patterns of activity (Bartlett and
neurons per slice where individual dendritic arbors couldBanker, 1984b) in both developing (e.g., Volkmar and
be easily visualized (Lo et al., 1994). Reliable cotransfec-Greenough, 1972; Katz and Constantine-Paton, 1988;
tion with biolistics was easily achieved simply by coatingKossel et al., 1995; Segal, 1995) and mature systems in
gold particles with various mixtures of DNAs encodingresponse to numerous manipulations, including dener-
BDNF, NGF, or GFP. We employed epitope-taggedvation (Parnavelas et al., 1974), long-term potentiation
BDNF and NGF constructs (BDNF-myc and NGF-myc)(LTP) (Van Harreveld and Fifkova, 1975; Buchs and
whose expression could be visualized with post hocMuller, 1996; but see Sorra and Harris, 1998), or environ-
immunohistochemistry. We compared the morphologymental stimulation (e.g., Comery et al., 1996; Jones et
of GFP control neurons to those cotransfected with GFPal., 1997).
and BDNF or GFP and NGF in layer 2/3 pyramidal neu-However, the molecular signals that transduce the
rons of ferret primary visual cortex at postnatal days (P)effects of activity remain obscure. The neurotrophin
25±28. By these ages, neurons have established muchfamily of growth factors (reviewed by McAllister et al.,
of their mature morphology. Although P27 is z1 week
prior to eye opening, cortical networks are sufficiently³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: hwilson@
complex to support visual responses such as orientationneuro.duke.edu).
selectivity (Ruthazer and Stryker, 1996). This stage is§ Present address: Cogent Neuroscience, 710 West Main Street,
Durham, North Carolina 27701. considerably later than that of previous work by McAllis-
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Figure 1. Two-Photon Time-Lapse Images Indicate that Dendrites
on GFP-Transfected Pyramidal Neurons in Visual Cortex Slices Are
Stable over Time
Figure 2. Two-Photon Time-Lapse Images Reveal Loss and Gain(A and B) Layer 6 pyramidal neuron (projection of 40 optical sections)
of Spines over Timeimaged 24 hr after transfection (A) and 4 hr later (B). Arrows indicate
The spine population consists mainly of thin spines but also includesdendritic growth over time, and arrowheads note retraction.
long dendritic filopodia (5±10 mm) and short stubby spines. Red(C and D) Layer 2/3 pyramidal neuron (projection of 20 optical sec-
arrowheads indicate spines lost, and green arrows indicate spinestions) imaged 31 hr after transfection (C) and 16 hr later (D). Although
gained. Asterisks mark examples of spines that exhibit morphologi-the intensity of the GFP label increased over this interval, almost
cal changes over time. Scale bars, 10 mm.all of the morphological features seen in (C) are visible in (D).
(A and B) Image of a dendritic stretch with spines (projection of 12(E and F) Layer 2/3 pyramidal neuron (projection of 22 optical sec-
optical sections) from a GFP-transfected neuron taken 26 hr aftertions) imaged 30.5 hr after transfection (E) and 16 hr later (F). In
transfection (A) and 4 hr later (B).addition to the stability of the dendrites, thin, stable axonal pro-
(C and D) Image of a dendritic stretch with spines (projection of 9cesses can be seen to the right of the cell body in both images.
optical sections) from a GFP-transfected neuron taken 31 hr afterScale bar, 25 mm.
transfection (C) and 16 hr later (D).
(E and F) Image of a dendritic stretch with spines (projection of 18
optical sections) from a GFP-transfected neuron taken 25 hr afterter et al. (1995), which described the effects of bath-
transfection (E) and 13 hr later (F).applied neurotrophins on the initial dendritic outgrowth
(G) Quantification of the percentage of spines lost (red bars) orof immature layer 4 neurons (P14).
gained (green bars) over 16 hr (n 5 6 dendritic sections each from
different neurons, 142 spines were analyzed, mean 6 SEM).
Stability of Control Dendrites and Spines
The dendrites of cortical pyramidal neurons transfected
with GFP alone were remarkably stable over 4±17 hr
In contrast to the stability of basal dendrites, dendritic(Figure 1). Pyramidal neurons exhibited morphological
spines showed considerably more flux. Spines (definedcharacteristics typical of these cells in vivo, including
as processes #3 mm long) were both motile and unsta-three to five prominent basal dendrites, each of which
ble (Figure 2). During 16 hr time periods, a significantbranched two to three times. The overall number and
population of new spines appeared (17% of originalarrangement of basal dendrites changed little over time,
spine number); during the same period, 11% of theand individual neurons were easily identified when im-
spines originally present were lost (Figure 2G). Mostaged repeatedly. Although large-scale morphological
spines (89%) were recognizable after 4±16 hr evenchanges were not seen, these neurons were not static,
though some had undergone minor changes in shapesince dendrites grew and retracted, especially at their
or altered their orientations with relation to the dendritictips (e.g., Figures 1A and 1B). Ten time-lapse pairs were
shaft (Figures 2A, 2B, 2E, and 2F).analyzed quantitatively. Control neurons averaged 3.7 6
0.2 primary basal dendrites at the first imaging session
(24 hr posttransfection); this increased slightly to 4.0 6 BDNF Overexpression Rapidly Alters
Dendritic Architecture0.2 dendrites 16 hr later (not a statistically significant
increase). In seven of ten cells, no new basal dendrites The cotransfection capability of particle-mediated gene
transfer allows creation of chimeric tissues in which aappeared over this time interval, whereas three of ten
neurons each gained one new dendrite. small population of transfected neurons resides in a
Figure 3. BDNF Overexpression Profoundly Alters the Architecture of Neurons by Inducing a Halo of New Basal Dendrites
Two-photon images of living neurons taken at two different points in time illustrate the development and growth of dendrites. Note the thicker,
branched dendrites underlying the halo of short, fine processes. Red arrowheads mark dendrites lost and green arrows mark dendrites gained
over the 16 hr time course.
(A and B) Neuron cotransfected with BDNF and GFP (projection of 18 optical sections) taken 32 hr after transfection (A) and 18 hr later (B).
(C) Immunohistochemistry from the neuron in (A) and (B) for the myc epitope tag shows BDNF expression.
(D and E) Neuron cotransfected with BDNF and GFP (projection of 24 optical sections) taken 22 hr after transfection (D) and 17 hr later (E).
(F) Immunohistochemistry from the neuron in (D) and (E) for the myc epitope tag shows BDNF expression.
(G and H) Neuron cotransfected with BDNF and GFP (projection of 26 optical sections) imaged 26 hr after transfection (G) and 17 hr later (H).
White arrow in (G) indicates sprouting of dendrites from the proximal portion of the apical dendrite.
(I) Immunohistochemistry from the neuron in (G) and (H) for the myc epitope tag shows BDNF expression.
(J and K) Neuron transfected with GFP alone (projection of 26 optical sections) shows normal dendritic architecture 27 hr after transfection
(J) and 16 hr later (K).
(L) Immunohistochemistry from the neuron in (J) and (K) for the myc epitope tag shows a complete lack of BDNF expression. White arrowhead
indicates gold particle in the nucleus of the GFP-transfected neuron.
Scale bar, 25 mm.
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matrix of normal cells. Overexpression of epitope-
tagged BDNF in individual layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons
profoundly altered dendritic architecture. Unlike the
basal dendritic arbors of control neurons, which were
comprised of three to four primary branched dendrites,
each about 75 mm long, BDNF-transfected neurons ex-
hibited a prominent halo of short, unbranched basal
dendrites (Figure 3). Numerous short, fine dendrites
sprouted from the proximal portion of the apical dendrite
as well (Figure 3G), a phenotype rarely observed in con-
trol neurons. In addition to the halo of short, unbranched
dendrites, three to four thicker, branched dendrites, sim-
ilar to dendrites of control neurons, were also observed;
these were probably the original basal dendrites already
present prior to transfection (Figure 3).
These qualitative impressions were confirmed by
quantitation of basal dendrites from two-photon images
of control and BDNF-transfected neurons taken 24 hr
after transfection. Compared to the 3.7 6 0.2 basal den-
drites in controls (see above), BDNF-transfected neu-
rons had 12 6 1.3 processes (n 5 14, range 6±24), a
324% increase (p , 0.001; see Experimental Procedures
for quantitation criteria). Post hoc immunohistochemis-
try confirmed that, in all cases, these neurons expressed Figure 4. The Effects of BDNF Overexpression on Populations of
Neurons Confirm Results from Time-Lapse Studiesthe epitope-tagged BDNF protein (Figure 3, right column).
To confirm the results obtained from time-lapse pairs, (A) Sholl analysis results for GFP-transfected (n 5 60, diamonds)
and GFP- and BDNF-cotransfected neurons (n 5 60, squares) showSholl analysis was used on a larger population to assess
the branching of basal dendrites with increasing distance from thedendritic complexity (Sholl, 1953; see Experimental Pro-
cell body. BDNF induced a significant increase in the number ofcedures). This analysis revealed that BDNF overexpres-
short processes within 40 mm of the cell body as compared to
sion increased the number of short, unbranched pro- control neurons. In addition, BDNF elicited a decrease in higher-
cesses while reducing somewhat the higher-order order branches in an area 70±90 mm from the cell body. Repeated
branching of the original basal dendritic architecture, measures ANOVA on all rings shows there is an interaction of treat-
ment by ring (p , 0.001), and Student's t test on a per ring basisfindings consistent with analysis of the time-lapse im-
indicates statistically significant effects of treatment (asterisk indi-ages. The number of processes in the first 40 mm from
cates p , 0.05, mean 6 SEM for each ring).the cell body (corresponding to the first four rings of the
(B) The BDNF-induced halo develops rapidly, reaching steady state
Sholl analysis) increased significantly in neurons over- between 40 and 52 hr after transfection. Values for GFP-transfected
expressing BDNF relative to controls (Figure 4A; p , neurons (black bars) were equivalent at all time points, whereas
0.05). BDNF also reduced the number of higher-order BDNF-transfected neurons (striped bars) had already significantly
increased their number of basal dendrites by 24 hr after transfectionbranches in the basal dendrites already present, as seen
(ANOVA group difference, p , 0.001; Tukey multiple comparisonin the statistically significant decrease in intersections
posttest, asterisk indicates p , 0.05 as compared to GFP; n 5 10;between 70 and 90 mm from the cell body (Figure 4A;
mean 6 SEM).
p , 0.05). Examining the number of intersections on the
first ring (20 mm diameter circle centered on the cell
body), which quantifies the number of basal dendrites,
of control basal dendrites remained constant, BDNF-enables comparison of this population data with the
overexpressing neurons showed significant increasesquantitation of the basal dendrites in the two-photon
over controls as early as 24 hr posttransfection (p ,images. Using this modification of the Sholl analysis,
0.05). These halos continued to increase in density overwe observed a 2.4-fold increase in basal dendrites in
the next 22 hr, reaching an asymptote between 40 andBDNF-overexpressing neurons relative to controls, a dif-
52 hr. Thus, time-lapse images initiated 24 hr after trans-ference that is highly significant (p , 0.001) and compa-
fection captured the ongoing development of this den-rable to the 3.2-fold increase detected in the time-lapse
dritic halo, and our comparison of basal dendrite numberpairs analyzed with two-photon microscopy.
between GFP- and BDNF-overexpressing neurons at 24Time-lapse studies always began at least 24 hr after
hr was a conservative estimate of the effects of BDNF.transfection, in order to allow sufficient filling with GFP,
which ensured the detection of all processes (see Exper-
imental Procedures). To follow the emergence of the BDNF Alters the Stability of Dendrites and Spines
BDNF-induced halo beginning at earlier times, anti-GFP BDNF not only induced the formation of a new popula-
immunohistochemistry following fixation was used to tion of short dendrites but also greatly decreased the
greatly amplify the GFP signal. Using the modified Sholl stability of existing dendrites. Repeated imaging of indi-
analysis described above, we counted the number of vidual dendrites with the two-photon microscope al-
basal dendrites beginning at 18 hr, the earliest time at lowed us to follow the structure of individual dendrites
which amplified GFP filling was complete, and continu- over many hours. Both the newly formed dendrites in
the halo, as well as the longer, branched dendrites wereing at 24, 40, and 52 hr (Figure 4B). While the number
BDNF Alters Dendritic Morphology and Stability
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Figure 6. BDNF Overexpression Alters the Density and Stability of
Spines
(A and B) Portion of a dendrite (projection of 8 optical sections) from
a neuron cotransfected with BDNF and GFP imaged 32 hr after
transfection (A) and 18 hr later (B). Red arrowheads indicate spines
that were lost, and the green arrow indicates a spine that emerged
over time. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) BDNF overexpression changes the stability of existing spines.
Spines from BDNF-transfected neurons (n 5 6 cells, 30 spines,
striped bars) differed significantly from control neurons (n 5 6 cells,
142 spines, solid bars) in the percentage of spines lost as well as
in the percentage of spines gained (asterisk indicates p , 0.05,
Student's t test, mean 6 SEM).
Figure 5. High-Power View of the BDNF Overexpression±Induced
Halo Shows Rapid Alterations in Dendritic Architecture
BDNF increased the number of dendrites by 23% 6 5%(A±D) Neuron cotransfected with BDNF and GFP (projection of 10
(p , 0.05).optical sections) imaged 25 hr (A), 29 hr (B), 33 hr (C), and 37 hr (D)
after transfection. Green arrows in (A) and (B) indicate a dendrite Although the original branched dendrites present on
that appears de novo and elongates dramatically within 4 hr. Note neurons overexpressing BDNF remained intact, BDNF
the small changes in individual dendrites that occur over this time. overexpression greatly reduced the density and stability
Scale bar, 10 mm.
of the few remaining spines on these dendrites (Figures(E) Comparison of the behavior of dendrites on GFP (n 5 10, solid
6A and 6B). Based on quantitative analysis of two-pho-bars) and BDNF-overexpressing neurons (n 5 14, striped bars).
ton images, control dendrites had 2.1 6 0.3 spines/10BDNF overexpression caused statistically significant increases in
the percentage of dendrites that are lost and added as compared mm of dendrite, whereas neurons overexpressing BDNF
to controls over the 16 hr time period examined (asterisk indicates had 0.9 6 0.4 spines/10 mm of dendrite (p 5 0.022). This
p , 0.05, Student's t test, mean 6 SEM). nearly 2.5-fold decrease in spine density indicated that
BDNF-overexpressing neurons lost one of the hallmarks
of mature excitatory synapses.much less stable than controls, although these instabili-
ties were manifested differently. The few spines that remained on the dendrites of
BDNF-overexpressing neurons were transient. WhileTime-lapse images revealed numerous examples of
dendrites in the halos that were lost and gained over 89% 6 3% of the control spines were recognizable after
16 hr, only 53% 6 6% of the spines on BDNF-overex-time (Figure 3, arrows), while Sholl analysis indicated
that distal branches were lost in response to BDNF over- pressing neurons could be detected 16 hr later. This
decrease in spine retention reflects an increase in theexpression (see above); both of these observations con-
trast with the morphology and overall dendritic stability percentage of spines lost (11% 6 3% for controls versus
48% 6 6% for BDNF-overexpressing neurons, p ,observed in control neurons. The dendritic stability of
BDNF-overexpressing neurons was also monitored at 0.001; Figure 6C). In addition, BDNF-overexpressing
neurons added new spines at a greater rate than controlshorter (4 hr) intervals (Figure 5). In addition to the gain
or loss of individual primary basal dendrites (Figures 5A neurons (p 5 0.001; Figure 6C), suggesting that these
dendrites could potentially change or add synaptic part-and 5B), dendritic processes moved about in the space
surrounding the cell body. In 14 time-lapse pairs, den- ners at a greater rate than control neurons.
dritic turnover was quantified after a 16 hr interval (Figure
5E). While control neurons never lost basal dendrites, BDNF Acts through an Autocrine Loop
BDNF is thought to be released under specific condi-13% 6 3% of the original dendrites that composed the
halo of the BDNF-overexpressing neurons were lost (p # tions from neurons (Goodman et al., 1996) into the extra-
cellular space. To determine whether BDNF was acting0.001). Similarly, control neurons rarely added new den-
drites (8% 6 4%), whereas neurons overexpressing directly and specifically on the cotransfected neurons
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themselves, or indirectly through actions on neighboring
neurons, we examined the dendritic arbors of GFP-trans-
fected neurons in slices that also contained BDNF-trans-
fected neurons. In addition, we examined the arbors of
neurons overexpressing NGF-myc or exposed to bath-
applied exogenous BDNF, TrkB, and TrkC receptor bod-
ies or K252a, an inhibitor of tyrosine kinases.
In the first set of experiments, we transfected individ-
ual slices with two separate kinds of gold particles: one
coated with cDNA for BDNF-myc alone, and the other
coated with GFP alone. These ªdual goldº experiments
(see Experimental Procedures) produced slices in which
one population of neurons was transfected with BDNF-
myc only, while a second, nonoverlapping, population
of neurons was transfected with GFP alone. In fixed
slices, we examined the morphology of GFP-expressing
neurons that were located close to (,20 mm) or far from
(.50 mm) neurons overexpressing BDNF, as identified
by the myc tag. If BDNF released from transfected neu-
rons was acting in a paracrine manner, then GFP-trans-
fected neurons close to a BDNF-expressing neuron
should either grow preferentially toward the neuron or
exhibit a dendritic halo, while GFP-labeled neurons far
from BDNF-transfected neurons should not be affected.
Analysis of these two populations of GFP-transfected
neurons indicated that the proximity of a BDNF source
did not differentially affect the number of primary basal
dendrites (Figure 7A). In fact, the dendritic arbors of
GFP-transfected neurons in these ªdual goldº slices did
not differ significantly from controls.
These results suggest that BDNF overexpression±
induced changes in dendritic arbors are mediated prin-
cipally through an autocrine loop. In support of this
conclusion, GFP-transfected neurons in slices treated
with 200 ng/ml BDNF showed only a small (although
statistically significant) increase in the number of basal
dendrites as compared to GFP-transfected neuronsFigure 7. BDNF Acts Autonomously via Extracellular Trk Receptors
(Figure 7A; p , 0.01). Clearly, bath-applied exogenousto Alter Dendritic Morphology
BDNF did not reproduce the effects of overexpressing(A) Dual gold experiments (see text) reveal that GFP-transfected
cells neither close to (GFP myc close, n 5 15) nor far from (GFP BDNF in single neurons.
myc far, n 5 15) BDNF-myc-transfected neurons showed significant The effects of BDNF overexpression on dendritic mor-
increases in the number of basal dendrites as compared to GFP- phology are not simply the consequences of overex-
transfected neurons (n 5 105, 60 of which are from first ring data
pressing neurotrophins in general. Overexpression ofof Figure 4A, p . 0.05). Overexpression of NGF did not increase
another neurotrophin, NGF-myc, only slightly increasedbasal dendrites to the same extent as BDNF, although these neurons
the number of primary basal dendrites (Figure 7A; p ,showed a slight increase in the number of basal dendrites compared
to GFP neurons (n 5 90, cross indicates p , 0.01). Addition of 0.01) compared to neurons transfected with GFP. How-
exogenous BDNF (200 ng/ml) to GFP-transfected neurons (GFP 1 ever, NGF-overexpressing neurons had significantly
exBDNF, n 5 57) also induced a slight significant increase in the fewer basal dendrites as compared to neurons overex-
number of basal dendrites relative to controls (p , 0.01, mean 6 SEM).
pressing BDNF (Figure 7A; p . 0.05), and expression of(B) Addition of either 200 nM K252a (n 5 30) or 20 mg TrkB-IgG
this neurotrophin neither induced a halo nor eliminated(n 5 30) to BDNF-overexpressing neurons significantly reduced the
dendritic spines.effects of BDNF overexpression (n 5 95) on primary basal dendrites
(asterisk indicates values significant at p , 0.01 as compared to all
other groups). TrkB-IgG (20 mg) treatment did not reduce the number
of primary basal dendrites on neurons overexpressing BDNF com-
pletely to control levels (cross indicates p , 0.01). Treating GFP- (C) Anti-BDNF immunohistochemistry of two layer 2/3 neurons co-
transfected neurons with 20 mg TrkB-IgG did not affect primary transfected with BDNF and GFP. Cells in insets are visualized with
dendritic number (n 5 30). Finally, 20 mg TrkC-IgG treatment did anti-GFP immunohistochemistry. Anti-BDNF immunoreactivity can
not alter the number of primary basal dendrites on GFP neurons be seen in the cell body, in the proximal portion of the apical den-
(n 5 15) nor on BDNF-overexpressing neurons (n 5 15). ANOVA drite, and in the basal dendrites.
(p , 0.001) followed by a Tukey posttest revealed that neurons (D) Anti-BDNF immunohistochemistry of two untransfected layer 5
overexpressing BDNF (n 5 95, 60 of which are from first ring data neurons. Inset shows lack of label after anti-GFP immunohistochem-
of Figure 4A) were significantly different from all others (asterisk istry. Note the similarity in the pattern of the anti-BDNF immunoreac-
indicates p , 0.01, cross indicates values statistically different from tivity between the layer 2/3 transfected neurons and the layer 5
those for GFP neurons [p , 0.01] but not from the dual gold values, untransfected neurons.
mean 6 SEM). Scale bars, 25 mm.
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To determine whether BDNF was acting in a true auto- Discussion
crine fashion, TrkB receptor bodies (TrkB-IgGs), which
These results demonstrate that under normal conditionsspecifically chelate TrkB ligands (Shelton et al., 1995),
dendrites are stable over many hours and that remodel-were added to the medium. Culturing slices containing
ing occurs predominantly at the level of spines. BDNFBDNF-overexpressing neurons in the presence of 20
overexpression alters and destabilizes normal dendriticmg/ml TrkB-IgG almost completely eliminated the halo.
morphology and augments spine remodeling. NeuronsNeurons overexpressing BDNF had 10.5 basal den-
overexpressing BDNF undergo a significant increase indrites, which were reduced to 6.7 after 36 hr of TrkB-
the number of basal dendrites and a marked reductionIgG exposure (Figure 7B; p , 0.01). TrkB-IgG did not
in their stability.affect the number of primary basal dendrites on GFP-
transfected neurons (Figure 7B; p . 0.05); however, it did
Differential Stability of Dendritic Architectureincrease the number of secondary branches, causing an
and Spinesincrease in the branching of dendrites between 60 and
In the neocortex, dendritic development begins with the100 mm from the cell body (unpublished data). To further
de novo formation of basal dendrites capped by den-demonstrate that the observed effects of overexpres-
dritic growth cones. As development continues, the rapidsion were due to BDNF and TrkB activation, 20 mg/
initial outgrowth phase slows, spine formation beginsml of TrkC receptor body, which specifically chelates
shortly after thalamic afferents arrive, dendritic growthneutorophin-3 (NT-3), was added to control slices and
cones disappear, and dendrites approach their matureslices containing BDNF-overexpressing neurons. In
form (Miller, 1988). The postnatal ferrets used in thesecontrast to the marked effect of TrkB receptor bodies,
experiments had not opened their eyes; however, pyra-neither 20 mg/ml (Figure 7B) nor even 100 mg/ml TrkC-
midal cell dendrites in layer 2/3 of the visual cortex wereIgG (data not shown) affected the extent of the halo in
nearing their mature form. Imaging these neurons overBDNF-overexpressing neurons or the number of primary
time revealed stable dendritic arbors and few dendriticdendrites of cells transfected with GFP alone.
growth cones. In addition, many of the spines presentTo confirm that the effects seen in BDNF-overexpress-
were in mature form and the population was not domi-ing neurons resulted from activation of Trk receptors,
nated by the stubby spines (Harris et al., 1992) or den-we treated slices with K252a, a drug which blocks Trk
dritic filopodia (Ziv and Smith, 1996) indicative of imma-receptor activation by neurotrophins (Berg et al., 1992;
ture dendrites.Tapley et al., 1992) and the physiological effects of neu-
Two-photon microscopy revealed that dendritic archi-rotrophins (Kang and Schuman, 1995). Culturing slices
tecture changed slowly over the time periods examined,in the presence of 200 nM K252a blocked the BDNF-
with most changes confined to the growth or retractioninduced morphological effects on primary basal dendrites
of individual dendritic tips. These observations are con-(Figure 7B; p , 0.01) but had no effect on the primary
sistent with the stability of dendrites imaged in P12±P14dendrites of control neurons (Figure 7B; p . 0.05).
slices of rat hippocampus (Dailey and Smith, 1996) andFinally, there is always a concern in an overexpression
with the eventual slowing of tectal dendritic growth seenparadigm that the levels of the transfected protein are
during tadpole development (Wu and Cline, 1998).completely nonphysiological. To address this, an anti-
The stability of dendrites, however, does not implyBDNF-specific antibody was used to visualize the BDNF
that the overall dendritic morphology remained static.protein and quantitate the relative levels of BDNF in
Indeed, spinesÐwhere a majority of the excitatory syn-transfected and nontransfected neurons within the
aptic connections are madeÐwere unstable. Using asame slice. Although BDNF levels in transfected neurons
conservative length estimate to define spines (see Ex-were higher than those found in other layer 2/3 neurons
perimental Procedures), we saw both gain of individual(Figure 7C), these levels were similar to levels seen in
spines and loss of the original population over 16 hr; in
untransfected layer 5 cells (Figure 7D). Quantifying the
addition, spines frequently changed their size and
anti-BDNF immunohistochemistry revealed corrected
shape. Although there have been many suggestions of
gray values ranging from 158 to 654 units for untrans- such alterations in spine morphology after induction of
fected layer 5 neurons (xÅ 5 446 6 59 units, n 5 10) and LTP (e.g., Fifkova and Delay, 1977; Desmond and Levy,
from 172 to 640 units for transfected layer 2/3 neurons 1986; but see Sorra and Harris, 1998), after synaptic
(xÅ 5 456 6 82 units, n 5 5, Student's t test, p 5 0.925) activation (Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999), or following en-
within the same slice reacted under identical conditions. vironmental stimulation or training (e.g., Comery et al.,
The pattern of immunoreactivity (IR) was also similar 1996; Jones et al., 1997), few experiments (see below)
between the two different types of neurons. Both had have reported morphological changes in spines under
large amounts of BDNF-IR in the cell body, with less normal conditions and in individual neurons.
intense BDNF-IR in the proximal portion of the apical Spines may not normally be stable over time, but in-
and basal dendrites. We can conclude from these results stead may ªtwitchº in response to activity (Crick, 1982),
that BDNF acts predominantly in an autocrine fashion and recent evidence shows that spines can alter their
as demonstrated by the almost complete blockade of shapes rapidly (Fischer et al., 1998) and even appear
the BDNF-induced halo by TrkB-IgG and K252a, and by and disappear over time (Hosokawa et al., 1992; Dailey
the different magnitude of morphological effects in- and Smith, 1996; Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999). Fischer
duced by exogenous BDNF. Further, the actions of et al. (1998) recently reported extremely rapid, actin-
BDNF are specific and not simply due to overexpression dependent changes in the shape (but not size) of den-
of a neurotrophin, since neurons transfected with NGF dritic spines in dissociated hippocampal cultures, indi-
cating that spines may be less stable than widelydid not grow halos or lose spines.
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thought. Our results indicate that at least a subset of receptors and allow activation of the full-length TrkB
still present on these neurons. The observation that thespines are not stable fixtures on the dendrites in a slice,
since they are lost and gained over time and can change presence of a nearby source of BDNF from a transfected
neuron failed to alter dendritic arbors suggests that theshape. Layer 2/3 neurons receive input from layer 4
neurons as well as other layer 2/3 neurons, and these range of action of released BDNF may by quite low,
perhaps on the order of only a few micrometers.inputs remain largely intact in slice preparations. Shorter-
term, repeated imaging experiments would allow a more Alternatively, BDNF could have induced the observed
effects on neuronal morphology via an intracellularin depth examination of changes in spine morphology
in slices over time, including estimates of average spine mechanism, which is not dependent upon secretion of
BDNF into the extracellular space. This is unlikely, sincelifetimes and measurements of movements, although
preliminary observations with short imaging interludes myc-tagged neurotrophins have been characterized, are
known to be released from neuroendocrine cells, andsuggest that rapid changes do not occur in this popu-
lation. are capable of inducing Trk receptor phosphorylation
(MoÈ ller et al., 1998). However, the situation may be differ-
ent in pyramidal neurons growing within a cultured slice.BDNF Alters the Morphology and Maintenance
Although culturing slices in the presence of K252aof Dendrites and Spines
blocked the effects of BDNF overexpression (Figure 7B),BDNF overexpression greatly altered the morphology of
this does not distinguish between BDNF acting extra-dendrites and spines. The largest effect was on the
versus intracellularly, since K252a is lipophilic and bindsnumber of basal dendrites, which increased by 324%
to the intracellular portion of the Trk receptor (Kase etover control neurons and were so numerous that they
al., 1986; Tapley et al., 1992). However, the action offormed a halo around the cell body. BDNF overexpres-
BDNF is almost entirely through extracellular TrkB re-sion also dramatically altered the density and stability
ceptors since TrkB-IgG, which does not pass throughof spines and resulted in neurons with 57% fewer spines
cell membranes, blocked the formation of the dendriticthan controls. The effects of BDNF were not restricted
halo. The observation that TrkB-IgG did not completelyto the basal dendrites, however, since we observed an
reduce the number of primary basal dendrites to controlincreased number of dendrites that had sprouted from
levels may be a consequence of some intracellular ac-the proximal portion of the apical dendrite. Although not
tions of BDNF; alternatively, the concentration of extra-quantified, there were no obvious changes in the distal
cellular BDNF-myc may locally have exceeded the bind-stretches of the apical dendrites.
ing capabilities of the TrkB-IgG added. It is also unlikelySince the majority of excitatory synapses are normally
that BDNF acts inside the cell prior to being secreted,found on spines, and since spine density in the visual
as activation of overexpressed TrkB receptors causescortex increases as the visual system matures (Lund et
a similar halo of basal dendrites in layer 6 neurons (T.al., 1977; Bourgeois and Rakic, 1993), the decreased
Yacoubian and D. Lo, personal communication).density and stability of existing spines on neurons over-
The fact that K252a does not affect the number ofexpressing BDNF indicates that these dendrites may
primary basal dendrites on GFP-transfected controlhave lost a significant proportion of their excitatory in-
put. It is possible that the excitatory synapses are not neurons at first appears problematic and could be inter-
preted to mean that endogenous neurotrophins are notactually lost but are simply transferred onto the dendritic
shaft. Since the role of spines in synaptic physiology regulating dendritic morphology at this age. However,
based on previous work by McAllister at al. (1995, 1997),is unclear (reviewed by Shepherd, 1996), the cellular
consequences of this morphological alteration are diffi- two different endogenous neurotrophins can exert op-
posite effects within each cortical layer, and blockingcult to predict. Considering the increased mobility and
turnover of the dendrites in the halo as well as the ele- one can unmask the influence of the second. Since
K252a indiscriminately blocks all Trk receptors, none ofvated loss of spines, it appears likely that the entire
dendritic architecture of these BDNF-overexpressing the endogenous neurotrophins would be able to influ-
ence dendritic morphology in the presence of K252a.neurons is significantly destabilized.
The ability to create individual transgenic neurons Consistent with this, blocking endogenous BDNF with
TrkB-IgG induces an increase in the number of second-within a normal slice is one of the major advantages of
particle-mediated gene transfer. Single-cell transfec- ary dendritic branches in an area 60±100 mm from the
cell body. This coincides almost exactly with the signifi-tion, unlike bath application of proteins or drugs, does
not affect the entire network. Our results clearly show cant decrease in dendritic branching observed in BDNF-
overexpressing neurons between 70 and 90 mm fromthat overexpression of BDNF has a distinct effect that
cannot be mimicked by bath application or even by a the cell body (Figure 4A), and indicates that endogenous
BDNF influences dendritic branching within this areanearby point source of BDNF (see below), indicating that
altering the local BDNF concentration and the level of under normal circumstances.
Finally, the fact that cells cotransfected with GFP andTrk receptor activation within one neuron has a unique
effect on the morphology of that neuron. At these ages NGF showed only modest increases in the number of
basal dendrites indicates that the actions of BDNF arein cortex, the levels of truncated TrkB receptors on neu-
rons and glia are beginning to rise dramatically (Allen- largely specific. Since neither TrkA nor the low-affinity
NGF receptor, p75, have been detected in the corticaldoerfer et al., 1994), which may lead to sequestration
or internalization of a large amount of BDNF (Biffo et al., plate (Allendoerfer et al., 1990; Chao, 1992), NGF trans-
fection serves as a good control for any nonspecific1995; Fryer et al., 1997). We suspect that the retrograde
release of BDNF from the dendrites of transfected neu- effects of neurotrophin overexpression. Clearly, BDNF
and NGF cause quantitatively different levels of dendriticrons may overcome the chelating effects of truncated
BDNF Alters Dendritic Morphology and Stability
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Experimental Proceduresalterations. The modest changes we observed in the
presence of NGF are not without precedent; NGF infu-
Slice Preparationsion in vivo alters the effects of monocular deprivation
Coronal slices (400 mm) of P25±P28 ferret (Marshall Farms, North
(Carmignoto et al., 1993), and the addition of exogenous Rose, NY) visual cortex were prepared as previously described
NGF modestly alters the dendritic complexity of den- (Katz, 1987), except that the artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) was
as follows: 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 24 mM HEPES, anddrites in cortical layers 4, 5, and 6 (McAllister et al.,
1 mM CaCl2. Slices were placed in 0.4 mm Millicell inserts (Millipore,1995).
Bedford, MA) within sterile 6-well plates. Media (1 ml) was placed
under each insert (50% Eagle's basal medium, 25% Hanks' balanced
salt solution, 25% heat-inactivated horse serum, 36 mM dextrose,
Significance of BDNF-Induced Instability 10 mM HEPES, and 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin; all from GIBCO
Localized TrkB activation via BDNF may provide a mech- BRL, Grand Island, NY). Plates were incubated in 5% CO2 in air at
378C for 6 hr and then at 328C for the remaining time (20±42 hranism for established neurons to undergo fine-scale re-
depending on the experiment).modeling in response to changes in activity levels or
patterns. There is ample evidence that neurons in vivo
Particle-Mediated Gene Transfercan alter their morphology in response to changes in
Cultured slices were transfected using the Helios Gene Gun (Bio-activity levels (Harris and Woolsey, 1979; Friedlander et
Rad, Hercules, CA) within 2 hr of slice preparation. ªBulletsº were
al., 1982; Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1994; Kossel et al., prepared in advance as described by Bio-Rad protocols. Briefly, 8
1995). BDNF is well suited for influencing activity-depen- mg of 1.6 mm gold particles (Bio-Rad) were coated with DNA plasmid
combinations: 16 mg epitope-tagged BDNF-myc (generous gift ofdent morphological changes of established architec-
Dr. E. M. Shooter) plus 8 mg pGreenlantern (GFP from GIBCO BRL),ture, since its expression levels increase in the adult
16 mg epitope-tagged NGF-myc plus 8 mg GFP, 8 mg GFP DNA plus(Maisonpierre et al., 1990) and because BDNF is upregu-
16 mg pCDM8 (empty plasmid) DNA, or 16 mg GFP alone. A minimumlated after depolarization (Lu et al., 1991; Zafra et al.,
of 30 ml each 0.05 M spermidine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and CaCl21991), activation of voltage-sensitive calcium channels were used, or this volume was increased to match the volume of
(Ghosh et al., 1994), or sensory input (Castren et al., DNA. Coated, rinsed gold particles were resuspended in 0.05 mg/
ml polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in ethanol and then loaded into tubing.1992).
Particles were accelerated into cultured slices with the gene gunWhile it has been well documented that NGF acts as
pressurized to 100±120 psi of helium. Plates were returned to thea target-derived trophic factor in the PNS (reviewed by
incubator immediately. If the experiments called for exogenous fac-Purves, 1988), it is less clear whether neurotrophins act
tors such as K252a or BDNF, these were added to the media after
in a retrograde or an anterograde fashion in the CNS. transfection. Transfection in dual gold experiments was done as
There appears to be evidence for both anterograde re- above except resuspended BDNF-myc-loaded gold particles and
resuspended GFP-loaded gold particles were mixed together andlease from presynaptic terminals (von Bartheld et al.,
then loaded into tubing.1996; Altar et al., 1997) as well as retrograde targeting
of BDNF to dendrites (Dugich-Djordjevic et al., 1995;
Construction and Characterization of NGF-mycTongiorgi et al., 1997). In cortical neurons, BDNF ap-
PCDM8-NGF-myc was constructed using standard techniques. Inpears to be colocalized with TrkB receptors to cell bod-
brief, NGF-myc cDNA was cut out of the pBJ-5-NGF-myc construct
ies and dendrites, as seen by in situ hybridization (Ko- (MoÈ ller et al., 1998) using restriction enzymes SacII and EcoRI, blunt-
kaia et al., 1993; Miranda et al., 1993). BDNF has been ended using T4 DNA polymerase, and subcloned into pCDM8 (In-
vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), which had been cut with XhoI and filled upshown to act retrogradely (Wetmore et al., 1991) and in
with T4 DNA polymerase. The function of the construct was assayedan autocrine fashion (Kokaia et al., 1993; Wetmore et
using PC12 cells. Robust neurite outgrowth was observed afteral., 1994). Autocrine actions may be important during
transient transfection with pCDM8-NGF-myc but not after transfec-early development when inputs have not yet been stabi-
tion with pCDM8 (data not shown).
lized (Miranda et al., 1993); in addition, increased levels
of truncated TrkB receptors in the adult could restrict BDNF, K252a, and TrkB-IgG
the diffusion of retrograde BDNF to a large extent (Biffo BDNF was added to a final concentration of 200 ng/ml immediately
after transfection. Receptor bodies at 20 mg/ml TrkB-IgG, 20 mg/mlet al., 1995; Fryer et al., 1997) and thus allow only an
TrkC-IgG, or 100 mg/ml TrkC-IgG were added immediately afterautocrine mode of action.
transfection. Receptor bodies and BDNF were generously providedPerhaps in the adult, neurons that receive novel levels
by Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (Tarrytown, NY). K252a (200 nM)or patterns of input respond by local destabilization of
(Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) in DMSO was added immediately after
their dendrites and/or spines through a BDNF-depen- transfection. DMSO alone had no effect on dendritic morphology
dent mechanism. This period of destabilization would (unpublished data).
allow dendrites to lose established synapses by altering
Time-Lapse Two-Photon Microscopythe number of dendrites and increasing the turnover of
Twenty-four hours after transfection, individual slices were trans-spines, thereby reconfiguring the dendritic arbor to best
ferred to a microscope stage by cutting the slices out of the inserts.accommodate the new pattern of input. Instead of over-
The slices were then pinned through the insert membranes to a
all increases in TrkB activation, which cause large-scale Sylgard-coated chamber on the stage and superfused with bicar-
changes, local activation of TrkB receptors, either by bonate-buffered ACSF (124 mM NaCl, 1.3 mM MgSO4, 3.1 mM CaCl2,
autocrine release and action on a small portion of den- 5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM KH2PO4, 10 mM dextrose, 26 mM NaHCO3) at
328C. Our custom built two-photon microscope was assembled us-drite or by release from presynaptic terminals (von Bar-
ing Spectra-physics' (Mountain View, CA) 5 W Millenia and Titanium-theld et al., 1996; Altar et al., 1997), could restrict remod-
Sapphire Tsunami lasers steered into a Bio-Rad MRC-500 confocaleling to just a portion of the arbor. This model could be
scan head. The head was mounted above an upright Zeiss Axioskop
readily tested by visualizing the actions on dendrites of (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) and slices were viewed through a Zeiss
highly local application of BDNF, experiments that are 403 (0.75 NA) water immersion lens. An external photomultiplier
tube (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ) was mounted to the cameracurrently in progress.
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port for whole area detection, and Bio-Rad's COMOS software con- Sholl Analysis
Sholl analysis was performed using camera lucida on a Zeiss Axi-trolled data acquisition. Living neurons transfected with GFP alone
or cotransfected with GFP and BDNF were repeatedly visualized oplan. Using a 403 oil immersion objective (1.3 NA), the cell body
was centered over a form printed with a series of concentric ringsusing 20 mW (at the sample) of 900 nm light with a pulse width of
z80 fs at the laser. Optical sections of entire neurons were obtained spaced an equivalent of 10 mm apart. Dendrite crossings were
marked as originally described (Sholl, 1953). All cells analyzed wereat 1.0 mm steps, and images of spines were taken in 0.5 mm steps,
by Kalman averaging each optical section three times. A second layer 2/3 neurons, and DAPI staining was used to assess cortical
layers. To simplify the analysis and focus on the number of primarystack of images was taken between 4 and 18 hr later. Time between
time-lapse images used for quantitation purposes ranged between basal dendrites, only the number of intersections marked on the
first ring were included in the modified Sholl analysis.13 and 18 hr (xÅ 5 16 hr) and was called 16 hr for convenience.
Care was taken to make sure that equivalent optical sections were
collected in each case. All cells imaged were layer 2/3 pyramidal Quantification of Anti-BDNF Immunohistochemistry
neurons except where noted (Figures 1A and 1B). Besides slight Images of BDNF-stained transfected layer 2/3 neurons and untrans-
contrast and brightness adjustments, no image enhancement or fected layer 5 neurons were collected on a Zeiss Axioplan 2 using
filtering manipulations were performed on these images. a 12-bit cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ).
Images were acquired and analyzed using IPLab (Scanalytics, Fair-
fax, VA) under identical parameters. To quantitate the gray valuesAssessing Neuronal Health and Process Filling
Repeated imaging did not induce any of the typical hallmarks of in the collected images, each cell body was defined as a region of
interest (ROI) and the mean gray value within the ROI was measured.phototoxicity, such as blebbing or degeneration of dendrites,
spines, or somata. These degenerative processes were evident in Background gray value was assessed by measuring the mean gray
value in the area surrounding the soma. The corrected gray valuea small percentage of neurons in slices (both imaged and not) and
did lead to cell death over time periods as short as a few hours. was obtained by subtracting the background value from the cell
body value.Therefore, sick or dying neurons would have been noticed over the
time periods involved in this analysis. We have imaged neurons
repeatedly, in three dimensions, for several hours with no ill effects Acknowledgments
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Three-dimensional images and two-dimensional stacked images
were opened into IPLab (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA). Dendrites on the Received March 29, 1999; revised May 28, 1999.
stacked image of the first time point were marked and counted by
eye and then compared to the counted, marked dendrites on the References
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Note Added in Proof
Further evidence for changes in spine density after induction of
long-term potentiation has recently been published: Engert, F., and
Bonhoeffer, T. (1999). Dendritic spine changes associated with hip-
pocampal long-term synaptic plasticity. Nature 399, 66±70.
